What happens to the Dream Chaser cargo vehicle if it doesn't win a CRS-2 contract? 17 votes
For Orbital and SpaceX: what are the major changes you offered NASA in your CRS-2 bids vs.
your current cargo services? 15 votes
What are the main impediments to making Dragon reusable? When might we see a previouslyflown Dragon fly in space? 14 votes
Where is Boeing? Have they given up on cargo? 12 votes
Can you describe whether the Atlas V or Antares configuration provides an overall better value
per mission, primarily with respect to cost? 11 votes
What is one change that panel members would like to see? 10 votes
For Florida launches, are there any concerns about launch schedules being constrained due to the
Air Force range capabilities? 9 votes
The CRS-2 opportunity requires not only a launch and supply service but also a payload
processing capability for research. How are your companies handling that requirement? 9 votes
Is the goal to ship heavier loads or more frequent cargo? Both? What are the short term and midterm objectives? 7 votes
When will cargo be allowed to dock autonomously without being grappled first? 7 votes
For all panel members: what accomplishment you hope to report next year? 5 votes
For SNC, what are your late load timetables if the vehicle is enclosed in a fairing? 4 votes
Has NASA as a whole come around to supporting Commercial Cargo, or do you perceive
substantial internal debates in NASA about it? How about going forward? 4 votes
For Orbital ATK: did your CRS-2 bid give NASA the option of Atlas or Antares for launch? 4
votes
What are the differences on Dream Chaser between the original manned versions, and the current
cargo versions? 1 vote
What, if any, are the current challenges you see in the foreseeable future to accomplish your
goal? 1 vote
What, if any, benefits do you see the commercial spaceflight cargo industry being supplemented
with given better efficiency in solar cell technology? 1 vote
When will SpaceX go to powered landings for dragon? Did going to chutes impact your design?
1 vote
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What new requirements are being anticipated for the future for cargo shuttling? 1 vote
For SpaceX: What are the plans for reusable Dragon and Falcon vehicles? 1 vote
For SpaceX: Is Dragon V2 heat shield capable of entry from escape velocity? What
modifications would be required for it to be a cis-lunar vehicle? 1 vote
How will Dream Chaser be returned to the launch site? 1 vote
When is the Dream Chaser expected to go full mission capable? 1 vote
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